Open Access deals for NTU authors
The following publishers allow NTU authors to publish gold open access for free providing you are
the corresponding author. Please note that the deal only applies to the open access costs and does
not cover page and colour charges. Journals that are published on behalf of a Society may also be
subject to an additional publication charge. Contact the Library Research Team for further help and
support.
How to take advantage of the deals
•

•
•

•

Before submission: Check the journal you are targeting is included in the deal and that the
journal meets your funder’s open access and licence requirements. Sherpa Fact can help
with this task.
On submission: Use your NTU email when submitting your article to the publisher and
identify Nottingham Trent University as your affiliation when prompted and in your paper.
On acceptance: The publisher should make you aware of NTU’s deal and you should choose
to publish open access and to retain copyright by selecting an appropriate creative
commons licence when you complete the journal publishing agreement.
On publication: You are permitted to make the published version of record available online
and to deposit it in IRep via Worktribe.

Which licence should I choose?
UKRI or Wellcome funded? You must choose the CC-BY licence when publishing open access.
Any of the Creative Commons licences will allow you to comply with the REF open access policy.
•

•

•

•

CC-BY (Creative Commons Attribution Licence): Allows others to copy and redistribute the
material in any medium or format and remix, transform and build upon the material for any
purpose, even commercially. This is often the preferred choice for journal articles,
particularly in science, technology and medicine, as it allows other researchers to make full
use of the findings in their own work. This licence is Plan S compliant.
CC-BY-NC (Creative Commons Non-Commercial Licence): Allows others to copy and
redistribute the material in any medium or format. However, the material may not be used
for commercial purposes. It can be an appropriate licence for monographs because it
protects print copy sales while still providing scope for users to create derivative works of
the online version to the benefit of all academia.
CC-BY-NC-ND (Creative Commons Non-Commercial No-Derivatives Licence): Allows others
to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format. However, the material may
not be used for commercial purposes and if you remix, transform or build upon the material
these modifications cannot be distributed. The licence is particularly appropriate for books
and other products where significant revenue is needed from derivative rights sales (for
example, translation rights), in order to keep author charges low.
CC-BY-NC-SA (Creative Commons Non-Commercial Share-alike): Allows others to copy and
redistribute the material in any medium or format, remix, transform and build upon the
material for any non-commercial purpose, but the material may not be used for any
commercial purpose. If the material is remixed, transformed or built upon, it must be
distributed under the same licence as the original. While the Share-alike licence might
sometimes encourage further uptake of OA by authors wanting to re-use the content, it can
also create an unnecessary barrier to the re-use of the OA content.

American Chemical Society (2019-2021)
Summary
The deal applies to all ACS journals except the ACS Omega titles.
NTU has an allocation of 13 articles per calendar year.
Author actions
When completing the Journal Publishing Agreement, select the
option to 'purchase Open Access' (the fee will be covered by our
institutional agreement). When completing the 'Pay Author
Charges' form within Copyright Clearance Centre, select the option
to 'seek funding from' Nottingham Trent University.
Full author instructions
Open Access Licensing
ACS Authors who wish to publish open access can choose from two
Creative Commons licences, CC-BY and CC-BY-NC-ND. You should
choose to make your article immediately accessible.
Cambridge University Press (2021 and 2024)
Summary
You can publish in any CUP journal but only the following articles
types are eligible for the APC fee waiver: research articles, review
articles and rapid communications, brief reports and case reports.
Author actions
Full author instructions:
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-accesspolicies/read-and-publish-agreements/oa-agreement-jisc
Open Access Licensing
CUP will allow you to select from any of the four creative commons
licence types.
Company of Biologists (2021- 2021))
Summary
NTU authors can publish open access in Development,
Journal of Cell Science and Journal of Experimental
Biology. Articles will be deposited in PubMed Central.
Author actions
On submission: select ‘gold open access’ and ‘read and
publish fee waiver’.
On acceptance: you will be directed to RightsLink and
should select ‘seek funding from Nottingham Trent
University’ to have the automatic fee waiver applied. You
will receive a confirmation email when the library has
verified your affiliation.
Full author instructions
Open Access licensing
CC BY is the default licence.
Institute of Physics (2020-2023)
Summary
NTU authors can publish open access in any IOP journal included in
list A and B This process applies to all primary research article types
as well as reviews: Letters, Papers, Reviews and Special Issue
articles.
Author actions
IOP automatically identifies eligible articles and notifies authors
during the peer-review process or shortly after acceptance, and
your paper will automatically be made open access. You’ll be asked
to agree to the CC-BY open access licence.
Full author instructions
Open Access Licensing
IOP only offers the CC-BY licence.

Microbiology Society (1 year agreement 2021)
Summary
NTU authors can publish immediate open access free of charge in
any Society journal.
Author actions
You will be asked to identify that you are publishing via the ‘read
and publish’ route.
Full author instructions
Open Access Licensing
You will be asked to sign the Society’s standard CC-BY Creative
Commons licence
Oxford University Press (2021 -2023)
Summary
NTU authors can publish in any OUP journal providing the
output is a research or review article.
Author actions
The corresponding author will receive an invitation to
accept the licensing terms and be notified of the NTU deal.
They should select this option when they login to the OUP
licensing and payment system.
Full author instructions
Open Access licensing
Individual OUP journal offer different licensing options.
Find out more here
Royal Society of Chemistry (2020 - 2021)
Summary
NTU has been allocated 12 APCs to cover the cost of publishing
immediate open access in any RSC hybrid journal at no cost to the
institution. This is offered on a first come, first served basis. Caution
- extras cost more. Fees for things like reprints or cover artwork
count as extra charges, so make sure to factor this in as this will not
be paid by the library.
Author actions
NTU authors should indicate they wish to publish open access and
the library will approve the request.
Full author instructions
Open Access Licensing
Do not sign the standard licence to publish; upon acceptance of
your manuscript, you will be able to choose and sign the CC BY or
CC BY-NC open access licence.
Sage (2020-2022)
Summary

Author actions

Open Access Licensing

Corresponding authors publishing an article in 900+ subscription
journals in the current SAGE Premier package, as well as in
the IMechE Journal Collection and the Royal Society of Medicine
Collection, which offer hybrid open access publishing (SAGE Choice)
can be published as immediate open access.
Authors should complete SAGE’s Journal Contributor’s Publishing
Agreement on acceptance as normal. An Open Access Contributor’s
Agreement will replace this once you select Open Access in the
SAGE Portal
Full author instructions
Sage will allow you to select your preferred creative commons
licence.

Springer Compact Agreement (current agreement ends in 2022)
Summary
NTU authors can publish immediate open access free of charge in
eligible Springer Choice (hybrid) journals. Eligible article types
include original research papers, review papers and brief
communications.
Author actions
Springer will recognise you are eligible for free OA and you should
confirm you wish to proceed and agree to the licence.
Full author instructions
Open Access licensing
Springer’s preferred licence is CC-BY.
Taylor and Francis (2021 – 2023)
Summary

Author actions
Open Access licensing

NTU authors can choose to publish immediate open
access in any Open Select (hybrid) journal. Use the Open
Access Cost Finder to identify eligible titles
Editorials, book reviews and announcements are excluded
from this deal.
Select open access when signing the author publishing
agreement.
Funded authors will be directed to the required licence
type. Non-funded authors can select their preferred
licence out of CC BY or CC BY-NC-ND.

Wiley (March 2020 -December 2023)
Summary
NTU authors can publish immediate open access free of charge* in
any Wiley journal (full gold and hybrid titles are included).
*Small print: This is a national agreement for UK HEIs and Wiley
manages a central pot of money to cover APC fees across all UK
institutions. A key condition of the agreement is that Wiley has
guaranteed to pay the APC charges for UKRI and Wellcome funded
researchers out of this pot. This is subject to annual monitoring and
Wiley will restrict the deal to funded authors when the money runs
low. They expect to apply this restriction at the end of June 2021.
The pot will reset itself in January 2022.
If you plan to publish in a hybrid journal then you can still go ahead
and publish in the usual fashion and you can deposit a copy of the
accepted manuscript in Worktribe/IRep. However, if you were
planning to publish in a fully open gold journal then you will have to
find the money to cover the APC or change to a hybrid journal.

Author actions
Open Access licensing

Check if a Wiley journal is a hybrid or fully gold journal here
Full author instructions
Check the licence options for your chosen journal here.
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